A good party declaration, party constitution, and party laws will let the party’s grassroots select constitutionalists.

“As insightfully thoughtful and thought-provoking as it is ultimately hopeful and inspiring.” — Midwest Book Review

JAMES ANTHONY

Government-process design, dynamics, and control

A good party’s representatives will:

- Use their offsetting powers to limit others in government.
- Prevent crises, helping stop the party from breaking bad.
- Make every law keep powers separated and bounded.
- Let people work together freely to add far-more value.

- Chemical engineer with masters in mechanical engineering.
- Author of two books.
- Publisher of rConstitution.us.

Parties

- Voters’ Dilemma
- Contract to Secure Rights
- Learning from Trump
- Starting a Party by Running as a Republican for Congress, Then as an Independent for President
- RNC Chairs Should Use their Powers to Represent Voters

Secession

- Secession: County-Region Secessions to Form Small Republican States
- Greater-Idaho Counties, Stand Your Ground
- Neighborhood Cities Increase Freedom
- Resettling for Freedom Will Work Best in Jackson, MS and Birmingham, AL

Limiting

- Repeal and Impeach
- House Republicans, Do the Right Things
- The First 1,461 Days of a Constitutionalist President
- On the Reading of Old Constitutions
- High-Reliability Self-Governance
- Do You Support the Constitution? Take This Quiz and See
- Changing Government by Stepping, Phasing, or Doing
- Who Will Benefit Long-Term from Ending the Filibuster?
- Constitutional Impeachment Is Loss Prevention
- Term Limits Won’t Fix the Problem in Washington, but These Solutions Might
- Convention of Waste

Economics

- Money Inflation Is Baked In. Savers Need to Preserve Assets
- Repudiate Progressive-Government Debt

Entitlements

- Outgrow Entitlements: Stop Losses, Cover Debts, and Help More

Security

- Limiting War through Good Boundaries

Abortion

- The Abortion Debate Is Larger than Life

Covid

- Emergency Powers Must Be Repudiated

Elections

- Zero Tolerance for Election-Manner Violations
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